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PREFACE

The Lead Bank Scheme was evolved by the Reserve Bank of India soon
after nationalization of commercial banks with a view to enable the
nationalized banks to work effectively as catalytic agents in economic
development. Soon after commercial banks in India started operating in the
field of direct agricultural lendings, it was recognized by them that one of the
most important strategies to tackle the problems in this new field would be
to follow the Area Approach.

The idea of area development was first put forward by a study group of
the National Credit Council on “Organizational Framework for the
Implementation of Social Objectives” headed by the late Prof. D. R. Gadgil.
The Group had suggested the adoption of an “Area Approach” to evolve plans
and programmes for the extension of banking and credit in the country. The
quintessence of the recommendation was that commercial banks should be
assigned particular districts in which they should work as a consortium leader
and pace-setter in providing integrated banking and credit facilities.

This book covers an overview of Lead Bank and its role in the overall
development. The book also covers the critical evaluation of role of the annual
credit plan prepared under Lead Bank Scheme.
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1.1 THE LEAD BANK SCHEME

The Lead Bank Scheme was evolved by the Reserve Bank of India
soon after nationalization of commercial banks with a view to enable the
nationalized banks to work effectively as catalytic agents in economic
development. Soon after commercial banks in India started operating in
the field of direct agricultural lendings, it was recognized by them that one
of the most important strategies to tackle the problems in this new field
would be to follow the Area Approach.

The idea of area development was first put forward by a study group
of the National Credit Council on “Organizational Framework for the
Implementation of Social Objectives” headed by the late Prof. D. R.
Gadgil. The Group had suggested the adoption of an “Area Approach” to
evolve plans and programmes for the extension of banking and credit in
the country. The quintessence of the recommendation was that commercial
banks should be assigned particular districts in which they should work
as a consortium leader and pace-setter in providing integrated banking and
credit facilities.

1
INTRODUCTION

OF LEAD BANK

(1)
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The Group had suggested that the administrative units or ‘District’
be taken as the nucleus of this approach, especially since most statistical
data in India was collected on a district basis. Subsequently, the committee
of bankers headed by Shri. F.K.E. Nariman appointed by the Reserve Bank
of India to evolve a coordinated programme for branch expansion, also
felt that for ensuring sufficient spread of banking facilities throughout the
length and breadth of the country each bank should concentrate on selected
districts.

On recommendations made by these two committees, the Reserve
Bank of India introduced the “Lead Bank” towards the end of 1969. Under
this scheme 398 district in the country were allotted to the public sector
banks and a few private sector banks. They were supposed to play the role
of leaders in banking development. In short, each lead bank is a leader,
coordinator and guide in the district allotted to it.

In other words, under the Scheme “Lead Banks could be allotted
specific districts, where they would take the lead in surveying the potential
for banking development in extending branch banking after identifying
growth centers and in extending credit facilities after locating potentially
viable propositions and mobilizing deposits out of rising levels of
income.”

The Lead Bank Scheme was to give a concrete shape to the idea of
the area approach for development of credit banking facilities. Its two-fold
objectives were massive mobilization of rural deposits and stepping up of
banks lending to the weaker sections in India.

Another aspect of the scheme is the “formulation of dynamic
relationship between nationalized and non-nationalized banks, between
commercial banks and cooperative credit institutions and between short
and long-term lending institutions.”

Under this scheme districts where allotted to the State Bank group,
fourteen nationalized bank and three private Indian banks were asked to
play the role of lead bank. The lead bank acts as leader to the bring about
the coordination of cooperative banks, commercial banks and other
financial institutions in there respective district to bring about rapid
economic development. By March 1994, the lead bank scheme covered
a total number of 493 districts of the country.
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Preface I
The lead bank scheme is an old imaginative scheme to uplift the poor

and rural sectors of economy. The lead bank scheme also supplement the
poverty and unemployment alleviation programme of the country. It has
been affirmed and strengthened as an effective economic system for
integrating all human efforts for overall betterment of the general public.

The structural adjustment is the structural reform which tends to
change existing structure of the economy. Policy has a functional approach
with an objective of changing a role of banking system. Financial sector
is one of the vast integral part of the body economy directly linked to
process of economic development.

The Lead Bank scheme provides a new strategy of banking and
economic development in the branch expansion programme of banks in
the post nationalization phase of banking growth in the country

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE BANKS

(i) To specify suitable areas for branch expansion;
(ii) To formulate a phased programmed for expanding the branch

offices with the object of providing banking facilities to the
entire area covered;

(iii) To earmark the potential area for promoting agricultural and
small-scale industrial schemes while inducing local
entrepreneurs;

(iv) To assess the major constraints in the development of the
districts and to induce the appropriate agencies for taking up,
the follow-up remedial actions and

(v) To experiment with financial schemes which can help in
promoting deposits and financial investments among the local
people.

1.3 FUNCTIONS OF LEAD BANK

Lead banks functions divided into two basic categories are
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(A) General functions

(B) Functions laid down by RBI

(A) General functions
1. To survey the resources and potential for banking development

and identifying unbanked centers in the allotted district.

2. To set branches in a phased manners.

3. To identify and study local problems

4. To find out a number of industrial and commercial units and
the establishments which do not have banking accounts or
depend mainly on moneylenders.

5. To evolve an integrated credit plan by examining the shortage
of marketing facilities for agriculture produce and industrial
output of stocking fertilizers and other agriculture inputs and
other services catering to different districts.

6. To recruit and train banking staff for counseling the small
borrowers and farmers in the priority sectors and follow-up end
inspection of the end-use of bank credit.

7. To provide assistance to other primary lending agencies.

8. To examine regularly government and semi government
agencies.

Preface II
The lead bank as such are required to chalk out and implement the

planning for banking sector. They have to integrate their lead bank scheme
with district plans for an effective distribution of credit along with the
banking facilities as per the local needs.

(B) Functions laid down by RBI
The main functions of Lead Banks as per RBI guideline

1. To identify places suitable for branch expansion and to prepare
a phased programme for branch expansion in the districts so as
to bring banking services within the ambit of the entire area.
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2. To estimate the current needs of credit and prepare a phased
programme and to meet it by supplementing the non-institutional
(Moneylender type) purveyors of credit.

3. To identify the potential area of agricultural and small industry
development and to encourage local entrepreneur in agricultural
and small industry to improve progressively his productive
efficiency.

4. To devise such schemes of deposits and financial investments
as would prove attractive and effective to the local people for
mobilizing deposits as well as raising the rate of savings in the
districts.

5. To reduce it, not completely removes the regional and
fundamental imbalance in banking development.

The lead bank does not have the monopoly in banking business in
allotted districts; but it is expected to function as a consortium leader.

Lead bank surveys of all the 90 districts allotted to the State Bank
group under the Lead Bank Scheme have been completed. The district
consultative committees for banking development have also been constituted
in all the lead districts. Out of 247 centers allotted to the State Bank group
in its lead districts and 231 centers in the lead districts of other banks, the
group has opened 174 offices and 159 offices respectively. In pursuance
of the decision to conduct, in a phased manner, in-depth studies of
community development blocks in the lead districts of the group to draw
up specification plans for financing various economic activities in the
area, 137 blocks have been selected for such studies in respect of 6 blocks
and 35 studies are in various stages of completion. Steps have also been
taken to expedite the completion of in-depth studies of the remaining
selected blocks. Pending completion of the in-depth studies, the group has
commenced financing of bankable project schemes identified in the lead
bank survey reports. The lead bank does not have the monopoly in banking
business in allotted districts; but it is expected to function as a consortium
leader. The success of lead bank will be judged not so much by the banking
business or even the development work by its own office in the district,
but by the overall improvement it is able to bring about through the
banking system.
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1.4 ROLE OF LEAD BANK

Preface III
The implementation of lead bank scheme together with phased

programmes of branch expansion will, no doubt, contribute in a major way
to spread of banking habits and thereby, spreading up the process of
monetisation of the economy. Following points shows the multi-phased
role played by the lead bank.

1. To make a survey: As a bank working under this scheme
should make survey of opportunity of development of banking
business and available resources.

2. To identify non-banking habits: To conduct survey of
merchants and farmers who are concerned with moneylenders
loans and having no banking habits.

3. To ascertain the credit need for industrial and agriculture
production: To conduct survey of agriculture and industrial
production, marketing arrangement of agricultural production
and arrangement of its storage and the need of credit supply.

4. To ascertain the availability of agriculture and their
availability in the district: To conduct survey of facilities of
implements required for agriculture and their availability in the
district.

5. To appointment of trained staff: To appoint trained staff to
give proper advice to small farmers, landless laborers, small
borrowers and similarly, implementations and use of credit
given to them.

6. To render help to small institutions: To help small credit
institutions in rural areas working likes banks.

7. An access to distribution of credit: To have access to
government and semi-government institutions in respect of
distribution of credit.

The details about different functions under the Lead bank scheme to
be in the rural sectors were given by the RBI to all the banks. The main
objectives of Lead Bank scheme are to encourage development of banks
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with a view to regional development and to fulfill the needs of population
coming under priority sector. Under this scheme the commercial banks
were expected to guess the bank business, to find out drawbacks in the
progress of banking institutions, to guess the credit which was not
provided. In short, bank was expected to make all sided development of
district under their jurisdiction.

1.5 THE R.B.I. AND LEAD BANK SCHEME

The Reserve Bank also kept in view the following considerations in
allocation of districts to each bank;

(a) There should be a broad correspondence between allocation of
responsibility (in terms of number and districts) and the
resource base of banks concerned.

(b) In allotting the lead bank districts, the factor of contiguity
(defined as clusters of districts) was borne in mind.

(c) The re-allocation has provided that, in each State, barring
certain exceptions, there would be at least two or more lead
metropolitan centers as well as some Union Territories have not
been allotted under the scheme.

Under the lead bank scheme, all the districts in the country except
the metropolitan towns and the Union Territory of Goa, Daman and Diu
have been distributed among all the public sector banks (and three in the
private sector) to play the role of catalytic agents for the economic
development of their respective lead districts.

The main functions of the lead bank as laid by the Reserve Bank of
India are as follows:

(a) Surveying the resources and potential for banking development
in its district.

(b) Surveying the number of industrial and commercial units and
other establishments and farms which do not have banking
accounts or depend mainly on moneylenders and increasing
their own resources through the creation of surpluses from
additional production financed by the banking system.
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(c) Examining the facilities for the marketing of agricultural
produce and industrial production, storage and warehousing
and linking credit with marketing.

(d) Surveying the facilities for the stocking of fertilizers and other
agricultural inputs and the repairing and servicing equipment.

(e) Recruitment and training of staff for offering advice to small
borrowers and farmers in the priority sectors which may be
covered by the proposed credit insurance schemes and for the
follow-up and inspection of the end-use of loans.

(f) Assisting other primary lending agencies.

(g) Maintaining contacts and liaison residually with Government
and quasi-Government agencies.

Although, the lead bank has to assume the major role in the
development of banking and credit in the concerned district, it is not
expected to have a monopoly of banking business in that district, the lead
bank is required to act as the consortium leader and after indentifying
under-banked areas and areas suffering from credit gaps, it should seek
the cooperation of other banks operating in the district. The initial task
of a lead bank was to acquire the basic knowledge about the districts
allotted to it and for this purpose; it undertook surveys in each district and
identified the centers for opening branches. This was followed by the
formulation of area development programmers. District Consultative
Committees (DCCs) were set up in all the districts to serve as forums for
consultation and coordination between the banks on the one hand and the
district development functionaries on the other.

The Study Group appointed by the Reserve Bank of India in 1975,
on the working of the lead bank schemes, made several recommendations
on the functioning of DCCs, preparation of bankable schemes and District
Credit Plans (DCPs), allocation of shares in the DCPs among the
participating banks, branch expansion, training programmes for the staff
of both banks and State Governments, etc. Most of the recommendations
were accepted. The lead banks prepared the first set of credit plans for all
districts and launched them by on March, 1978 the target date set by the
Government of India. Over the years, the lead bank scheme has become
the main instrument for ensuring better spatial and sect oral distribution
of credit by the commercial banking system.
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The RBI conducted a survey of the progress of this scheme after five
years, from the implementation of this scheme. It as observed that the
scheme did not have much success in spite of its execution in different
district The RBI appointed the study group in the month of August, 1075
to recommended spread of the network of branches of banks in the rural
area without any delay and the banks should make all side development
of district.
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